
“NORTHERN HIGH LIGHTS”
Route and possible Dive Sites

The route starts with the famous area of Malè North, where you have the 
opportunity to dive in the most famous corners of this archipelago and have 
spectacular encounters with large predators at Hulhumale Wall and the 
Mantas at the cleaning station of Lankan Paradise. 
With some luck, you can have unforgettable dives in this area. Sailing 
north towards Lhaviyani Atoll, we will stop at Helhengeli Thila, a 
beautiful and relaxing dive spot.

Lhaviyani Atoll is famous for world-class diving and is a charming 
collection of islands in the northern part of the Maldives that offers the 
perfect mix of tranquillity and excitement, comfort, and adventure. 
This atoll provides some nice dive spots, such as "Kuredu Express," with 
its abundance of fish and reef sharks, "Kuredu Caves," a spot full of green 
turtles, and "Kudadhoo Kandu," where sometimes it is possible to meet 
silver-tip sharks. 
Mantas are also present in this atoll at "Fushi Faru Kandu," a manta 
cleaning station. 
One last dive can be made at a wreck site called "Ship Yard."

Raa Atoll is well-known for its excellent diving, sailing, and surfing 
spots. 
Diving here is especially popular amongst tourists due to its unique 
geographical and topographical features, the unspoiled submerged islands, 
and underexploited dive sites. Between August and September, this area (Raa 
and Baa Atolls) is famous for the big aggregation of Manta rays. 
Some of the dive spots we will visit are "Ifuru Thila," "Kottafaru Thila," 
and "Wall," well-known for the healthy abundance of corals. "Vadu Thila" 
and "Kuda Thuladhoo Thila" give our guests the chance to spot Manta Ray 
underwater. 
A dive made for its wonderful landscapes is "The labyrinth," with 
overhangs, canyons, and cracks.

Baa Atoll became famous in the last 10 years for the renowned lagoon of 
Hanifaru Bay, a unique place in the whole world where Mantas and Whale 
Sharks come to feed on the abundant plankton concentration. 
The rules of this protected area are quite strict, especially if there are 
many tourists asking to enter the bay. 
Anyway, this is how it works: administrators organize alternate days of 
entrance for resorts and safari boats. 
The Hanifaru Bay Marine Protected Area is a UNESCO site, and a ticket of 20 
USD per person is required to enter (price of August 2022). 
In addition, a guide (Park Ranger) is needed to accompany the guests. 
Usually, the cost is 100/150 USD, which will be divided between all the 
guests on board (the cost of the guide changes depending on the affluence 
of tourists on the day; the more tourists, the higher the cost). S
ome of the dive spots are "Yellow Wall," with its soft corals, "Dhonfanu 
Thila," "Kiadufaru Thila," "Daravandhoo Thila," "Kunfunadhoo Thila," and 
"Mutafushi Thila," where it is possible to meet turtles, sharks, and, of 



course, Manta rays.

After seeing the Manta Rays, we usually continue our route to Rasdhoo 
Atoll. 
Here, we can go diving at "Rasdhoo Madivaru" and "Kuramati Kandu," both of 
which are located along the oceanic wall of this small atoll, where pelagic 
fish such as Tunas, Grey Reef Sharks, and occasionally Hammerhead Sharks 
can be spotted.

Finally, there is Ari Atoll, where the dives never disappoint, and it is 
still possible to encounter Manta Rays, as well as Sharks, healthy Corals, 
and much more. 
If everything goes smoothly, we may even reach Moofushi in Ari Atoll and 
dive at the best locations such as "Bathala," "Moofushi," "Fish head," and 
"Maaya thila" (including night dives).

On the morning of the 10th day, you will return to North Malè, where we 
will have our last dives at popular dive spots such as "Nassimo Thila," 
"Banana Reef," "Fish Tank," and "Hulhumalè Wall."

During this long journey, we will offer a variety of activities beyond just 
diving, including desert islands, sand banks, barbeque dinners, fishing 
trips, local islands, happy hours, Karaoke, and more. 
On the last day, in the afternoon, you can end the trip by visiting the 
modern and always chaotic city of Malè.

The range of underwater landscapes we will experience during this journey 
is remarkable and valuable.


